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Digging into Surfaces 

Speaker: Rick Ellis 

Surfaces are the core of many functions in a Carlson project and having a quality surface can be the 
difference between accurate results and surprises during construction.  This class will explore building 
surfaces from many different types of data, both common and obscure; while discussing many best 
practices and answering common questions. 

 

30 Tips and Tricks to Make You More Productive 

Speaker: Rick Ellis 

Sometimes it’s the little things that can make all the difference.  In this class we will look at a list of tips 
and tricks ranging from common to obscure that can make you more productive and boost your ability to 
meet project deadlines.  This is a fast paced, fun class, where everyone will find something new to save 
time and make their drawing life easier.   

 

A Practical Guide to Field to Finish 

Speaker: Rick Ellis 

Field to Finish is widely regarded as one of the most powerful tools in Carlson Survey.  In this class you 
will learn how Field to Finish can save you countless hours. Not only will you see what it is capable of 
when fully implemented, but we will also walk through the step by step process of setting it up from 
scratch so you can take advantage of it in your organization.  

 

Moving Seamlessly Between Carlson Software and Civil 3D  

Speaker: Rick Ellis 

Do you have clients that need to use the data you collected in Carlson in Civil 3D?  Do you ever receive 
Civil 3D drawings and need to use them in Carlson?  As technology gets more sophisticated it seems 
moving your data between programs gets more complex.  It used to be that a drawing was a drawing and 
that was relatively easy to share, but not anymore.  This class will help you gain an understanding of how 
your project data is formatted and stored in both Carlson and Civil 3D.  It will also show you step-by-step 
procedures and best practices for moving data between those two programs including working with 
LandXML data, the Export to AutoCAD command and much more. 

 



Speaker Profile 

Rick Ellis  
Author and President, CADapult Software Solutions  
Rick has worked with and taught Civil/Survey CAD software since the mid-90s.  He is the author of a 
series books on AutoCAD Map 3D, Civil 3D, and most recently, Carlson Survey, known as "Practical 
Guides".  He continues to work on projects in a production environment, in addition to teaching classes to 
organizations both large and small around the country, helping them get the most out of their design 
software investment. 

This practical background and approach has made him an award winning speaker at Autodesk University, 
a member of the national speaker team for the AUGI CAD Camps and a sought after instructor by 
organizations around the world. 


